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Transcribing Content from Structural Images 
with Spotlight Mechanism

Introduction
Transcribing Content from Images
• OCR
• Scene text 
recognition

Straightforward 
content
Structural Images
Previous works 
ignore large proportion of structural images, where 
the content objects are well-formed in complex 
manners, e.g., music scores (Figure (a)) and formulas 
(Figure (b)).
Challenges
• Content objects 
usually follow a fine-
grained grammar, and 
are organized in a 
complex manner

• Content objects in structural images, even if they just 
take a small proportion, may carry much semantics

• There exist plenty of similar objects puzzling the 
transcribing task

Preliminaries

Structural images: printed graphics that organized in a 
complex structure. 
Characteristics:
• Much semantics
• Larger output space
• Reversible

Problem Definition

Spotlight Transcribing Network (STN)

The overall architecture of Spotlighted Transcribing Network 
(STN) consists of two main components:

1.  Image encoder: a CNN based feature extractor; 
2.  A hierarchical transcribing decoder:

• Spotlight Module: find out “where-to-look”;
• Transcription Module: generates the token sequence.

Spotlight Mechanism
Given spotlight handle , assign 
weights to encoded vectors following Gassian 
distribution.
Spotlight Control
We provide two control modules:

• Markovian control module (as in STNM 
with Markov property)

• Recurrent control module (as in STNR with 
Recurrent modeling)

Experiments
Transcribing performance
Outperforms traditional attention based 
methods.
Validation loss
Converges faster and achieves lower 
validation loss.
Spotlight visualization
• STNR finds a more reasonable reading path;
• STNR clearly distinguishes similar regions 
properly.

Training and Refining STN
The model is trained by standard 
backpropagation, with reinforcement learning 
as a refinement:
• State: the internal states in STN framework;
• Action: token generation;
• Reward: reconstruction similarity between 
original image and compiled image.

Abstract
Transcribing content from structural images is a 
challenging task as not only the content objects should 
be recognized, but the internal structure should also 
be preserved. In our work, we propose a hierarchical 
Spotlight Transcribing Network (STN) framework followed 
by a two-stage “where-to-what” solution. We first decide 
“where-to-look” through a novel spotlight mechanism to 
focus on different areas of the original image following its 
structure. Then, we decide “what-to-write” by developing 
a GRU based network with the spotlight areas for 
transcribing the content accordingly. 


